THE GRIFFITH OPINION BOOKS: A COMMENTARY

Dr Warren Swain ∗

Nearly a century after his death it is interesting to speculate what Sir Samuel Griffith would make of the
rediscovery of his opinion books. One contemporary description of his character as ‘lean, ascetic, cold, clear,
collected and acidulated…[with a]…sceptical and almost cynical manner’ 1 is rather unpromising. But Griffith
was a complex and rather vain man. 2 It is not uncommon for outwardly cynical men to be possessed of an
emotional or sentimental element in their makeup. There is plenty of evidence that this was so in Griffith’s
case. 3 On balance I suspect that he would probably be pleased. Legal historians and indeed anyone who cares
about the legal history of Queensland and Australia should be pleased as well.

Since the days of Frederic Maitland there has been a strong manuscript tradition amongst legal historians
working in the Middle Ages. This may be something of a mixed blessing. 4 Closer to modern times more printed
sources are available. As a result manuscripts have, until quite recently, been less prominent. In the last twentyfive years legal historians have begun to engage rather more with manuscript sources from the post-medieval
period. Lord Mansfield’s, trial notes, edited by Professor James Oldham and published as The Mansfield
Manuscripts is the best example. 5 Those of you in the audience who are members of the Selden Society should
shortly receive the transcribed trial notes of a lesser known eighteenth century judge, Soulden Lawrence. The
notes of Sir Dudley Ryder, a Chief Justice of the King’s Bench in the 1750’s, have also been mined to good
effect. 6 There is still a great deal to do. Lord Hardwicke’s 7 and Lord Ellenborough’s notebooks 8 are just two
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major collections which are yet to be transcribed. 9 Both men were significant figures in the history of Equity
and the Common law respectively. But their notes have wider importance. Trial notes, fill in the gaps in printed
reports, and enhance the printed reports in numerous other ways. 10 Members of the Bar took and collected trial
notes as well. These were an essential part of keeping up to date with legal developments. A handful of these
collections were published as law reports. 11 The most comprehensive extant set of trial notes belonged to
Serjeant George Hill, nicknamed Serjeant Labyrinth because ‘his memory of case law was so extensive that he
was utterly confused by his own learning’, 12 remain in manuscript form. 13

Law reporting in England was a private enterprise, without any official sanction until 1865. 14 Even cases in the
Central Courts at Westminster went unreported. Trials at nisi prius were hardly reported at all before the
1790s. 15 Fellow barristers sought advice from men like Hill and manuscript reports were sometimes cited in
court. 16 Manuscripts are equally valuable for legal historians wanting to fill in the gaps in printed reports,
although this particular resource has not so far been exploited to anywhere like its full potential. 17

The private material of lawyers including correspondence, precedents and indeed opinion books also contain
important material for historians. These are even more neglected than the trial notes. 18 Opinion books exist from
a century after the inception of the Common law. The earliest examples of legal opinions are unusual. They
were written by a judge, Chief Justice Hengham, as part of a consultation process with his fellow judges, in the
late thirteenth century. 19 Counsel of course gave opinions to clients. Before the sixteenth century these were
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given orally, often in the vicinity of the courts at Westminster Hall, Guildhall, or St Pauls. 20 The tavern, the
Cardinal’s Hat was also a popular and no doubt more congenial meeting place for lawyers and their clients. 21

Because they were spoken rather than written, these opinions only survive in the correspondence or minutes of
clients. 22 By the early seventeenth century opinions started to be written down for the first time. 23 From the mideighteenth century the phrase ‘to take counsel’s opinion’ entered common usage. 24 There is a good survival rate
amongst opinions of government law officers. 25 Collections of private opinions are rarer. Most are scattered
amongst client papers in County archives. 26 A few sets of opinions belonging to individual barristers have also
survived. 27 A fair number are in depositories in the United States. One set belonging to Matthew Hale, later
Chief Justice of the Kings Bench and who found posthumous fame as a legal writer, re-side in Los Angeles. 28
By the eighteenth century attorneys also began to collect counsel’s opinions and retention rates are greater. 29
The opinions were seen as a useful source of reference in advising future clients. Such was the demand that
before too long the opinions of some eminent counsel were appearing in printed form. The publishers of Cases
in Law and Equity, with the Opinions of Eminent Counsel 30 unsurprisingly emphasised the value of printed
opinions for an attorney. It was said that the work would ‘assist his judgment’ and ‘make it in some degree
unnecessary for him to have the further opinion of counsel in almost any case that can occur’. Another similar
but larger work appeared in 1791. 31 The well-known antiquarian and political writer George Chalmers published
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a set of opinions in 1814. 32 A subsequent edition appeared posthumously in 1858. 33 The fashion for producing
printed opinions was brief. Like other older forms of legal literature including the abridgments published
opinions were eclipsed by the emergence of the legal treatise in the nineteenth century. 34 It would be another
hundred years before a major series of opinions were published. Once again these were the opinions of the law
officers. 35

In Australia the opinions of the Commonwealth Law Officers are deposited in the Australian National
Archives. 36 Selections taken from these opinions from the birth of the Federation until 1945 have been
published and are now available on-line. 37 There are older examples of published opinions as far back as the
nineteenth century. These are listed in Castles’ Annotated Bibliography of Printed Materials on Australian
Law. 38 The vast majority concern issues relating to the Crown or governance of the colony. 39 The opinion of
Frederick Darley, later Chief Justice of New South Wales, is more unusual because it deals with an issue of
private law - loss or damage to goods carried by sea. 40 The story is much the same in Queensland where the
State Archives preserve the opinions of the Crown Solicitor. 41 With the exception of a selection of legal
opinions relating to local government law edited by William Morris and dated 1907, 42 there are no published
opinions from Queensland.

The trial notes of judge’s in the High Court of Australia have not always been systematically preserved. 43 Those
belonging to Sir Edmund Barton, 44 Sir Adrian Knox 45 and Sir Isaac Isaacs 46 have survived but so far they have
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been little used by historians. 47 In Queensland the judges’ trial notes from the Supreme Court from its
beginnings in Moreton Bay are retained by the State Archives. 48 Legal opinions are much rarer. There none to
be found amongst the private papers of Isaacs and Sir Owen Dixon. 49 Sir John Latham’s private papers
exceptionally contain a set of opinions. 50 Aside from the opinions of law officers and High Court judges,
tracking down legal opinions in Australia is far from easy. Some have probably survived in the sets of personal
papers of lawyers or clients. A few of these can be identified. 51 A few more may come to light. It is unlikely that
there are a large volume of opinion books waiting to be discovered. Unless some hidden treasure is recovered
the Feez Ruthning collection is unique and significant.

In considering the value of legal opinion books, it is worth reflecting on the words of the two greatest legal
historians since Maitland. Professor S.F.C. Milsom has reminded us that:

Fundamental change [in the law] happens slowly and by stages so small that nobody at the time could
see them as in any way important…legal history more than most kinds of history, depends upon the
assumptions by which the materials are read…people do not formulate their assumptions for
themselves, let alone spell them out for the benefit of future historians, and in the case of the law there
is never the occasion to write down what everybody once knew. 52

It is here that opinion books really matter. They help legal historians unpick assumptions. But they need to be
used with care. Legal opinions can only tell us so much. Professor Sir John Baker has said that:

What a single barrister thought can only be of limited weight as evidence of a general opinion. Still
opinions show us what was thinkable and arguable, or what was thought safe and reliable, throw light
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on branches of law and practice which are not well covered in the law reports, and give us a direct
insight into the practitioner’s mind. 53

Legal historians have sometimes been tempted to ignore the mundane every-day of which sources like opinion
books are part. Forty years ago at Harvard, the illegitimate child of legal realism, the Critical Legal Studies
movement was born. 54 The older traditional of legal history was suddenly seen as passé. What lawyers and
judges said and wrote was no more than window dressing. Legal change was the product of bigger political and
economic forces. The law and lawyers were not politically neutral but manifestations of political power whether
they were conscious of it or not. Morton Horvitz who was sympathetic to these ideas produced his brilliant the
Transformation of American Law. 55 Patrick Atiyah applied these lessons to England in his Rise and Fall of
Freedom of Contract. 56 Although these writers provide a valuable reminder that the law does not develop in a
vacuum, unfortunately these works were, on closer examination, found to be flawed. 57 Facts were passed over in
the cause of a good story. Legal history which sidelines lawyers and judges or fails to recognise the role of the
individual is doomed to fail.

The sort of legal history which engages properly with primary sources rather than the latest fashionable theory
suffers some disadvantages of course. It is both difficult and time consuming to do properly. Some of the Feez
Ruthning collection cannot be transcribed. The paper has disintegrated beyond repair. Even that which survives
is fragile. The paper is thin and of poor quality. Legal opinions are not after all usually intended to be a record
for posterity. The opinions are handwritten which even in the relatively clear hand of clerks still present a
challenge to modern readers. But it is worth the effort. The judgements of the superior courts, whether our own
Supreme Court or the High Court of Australia, are of course important for legal historians, yet legal history that
stops there is incomplete. Legal development is a product of the possible. The majority of disputes never reach
the superior courts. They are settled or go before a local tribunal. To concentrate attention on the superior courts
alone gives a false picture.
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Surprisingly little attention has been paid to the working practices of lawyers. Historians are only now beginning
to take an interest in legal publishing. 58 The tools of lawyers, the books and law reports, which were available to
them, can help to explain a great deal about legal development. Legal opinions are a crucial part of this story as
well. As Mr McKenna has shown, Griffith was not one to cite authority unnecessarily and when he did so those
that he did cite were largely English. What this tells us about the Australian legal culture of the nineteenth
century cannot be determined by this evidence alone. But nor can it be ignored, especially when set against the
fact that there were no officially sanctioned Queensland law reports until 1901. 59 For some of the time
newspaper reports were all that was available. 60

Sir Samuel Griffith was a civilised man and like many educated men of his day took great delight in the
classics. 61 In his spare time he enjoyed translating the gloomier parts of the writings of Dante. This is an
appropriate note on which to end. In Canto 8 of the Divine Comedy, Virgil and Dante are initially rebuffed when
trying to gain access to the City of Dis or lower Hell. Dante pleads: ‘Do not, I beg you, leave me here undone. If
we are denied a clear way on, then let us quickly trace our footsteps back’. 62 Legal history which takes no
account of the everyday working of the law is indeed ‘undone’. Mr McKenna’s valuable work on Sir Samuel
Griffiths’ opinion books is already bearing fruit. When complete it will, like all good legal history, allow us
better to trace our footsteps back.
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